
travel assistant



IATI is preparing its agents for the future with its innovative products and 
providing new business opportunities.

Travelers are seeking more integrated, sophisticated and customised 
products in accordance with their increasing income levels and 
preferences.  

Shopping for and managing these new products require increased 
amount of time and resources. In line with that, the  expertise of travel 
agents is also becoming more important.

IATI, with its new innovative product “Travel Assistant“ is bridging the 
gap between the travelers and agents, providing new customers and 
income for its travel agent partners, fullfilling these travel trends.  

IATI is preparing its agents for the future !
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Get ready for the future with our travel assistant product
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Instant and real time assistance is required while travelers are 
customising their travel products or experiencing the products they have 
created.

There is a concencus among the travel technology experts that these  
feautures  will be provided by “artifical intelligence (AI)“  via voice and 
text messaging systems in form of chatbots in the near future.

However, it will take considerable amount of time for AI applications 
to reach satisfactory service levels and some complicated tasks that 
requires third party communication will not be accomplished by AI 
applications.

For example; 

A late checkout request or a modification to previously booked flight 
ticket will still need human assistance.

At this point the expertise of agents and their close communication with 
the providers will play an instrumental role.

The communication between travelers and travel agents will be handled 
by our latest product “Travel Assistant”.

push to talk - instant messaging
I want a late check
out from my hotel.
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travel assistant work flow  

IATI Travel Assistant Application

1 IATI will promote the “Travel Assistant“ application in various 
digital and traditional media to reach millions of users. 

2 Users that download the application will be able to locate all 
available IATI agents in the vicinity of their  residental area on the 
map and choose an agent to get dedicated travel assistance.

3 After deciding on the agency, the user will also choose a 
personal agent as his permanent travel assistant by examining 
their profiles.
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4 An authorized IATI agent will confirm the request and start the 
assistance procedure.

Travel Assitant Module

travel assistant work flow  

5 All the communications, administrative and control processes 
related to travel assistance will be performed by our new 
“Travel Assistance“ module that will be added to our agent 
interface.

6 All communication and management procedures can be 
performed by our IATI Agent mobile application as well.
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travel assistant examples
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- IATI will built trust between travelers and travel agents  as an intermediary,

- Will monitor the performance of agents and travelers to control the quality of processes,

- IATI can also act as a payment platform between travelers and travel agents if necessary,

- IATI will also create an collaboration network between agents to provide extended information to 

travelers.

the role of IATI platform



contact

www.iati.com

To get more information about our Travel Asistant product please consult your local IATI representative.


